


                            INTRODUCTION
The Conjuring 2 and the continuation of the
"Conjuring" franchise, which began in 2013 with the
first film inspired by a real case of Ed and Lorraine
Warren.
(Ed and Lorraine Warren are a couple of
demonologists, both now deceased). The Conjuring 2
was inspired by a real case between the couple that
took place in London, England. In 1977 the Hodgson
family was tormented by the Spirit of Bill Wilkins who
was the former owner of the house where the
Hodgsons lived and this Spirit had returned to take
over their territory again.



                 THE CONVOCATION OF EVIL 2
The film begins with investigators (Ed and Lorraine
Warren) documenting a house in Amityville in 1976 to
determine if it was indeed a demonic presence that
was responsible for Ronald DeFeo Jr. murdering his
family on November 13, 1974. During a séance spirit,
Lorraine is drawn in a vision in which she relives the
murders and discovers the figure of a demonic nun.
A year later, in 1977, the Hodgson family began to
experience strange phenomena in their home in
Enfield, north London. One of Peggy Janet's
daughters, the second oldest of four children, begins
sleepwalking and is seen talking in her dreams to an
entity who insists the house is hers. Over time, the
entire family begins to experience paranormal
phenomena. They are asked to seek refuge in their
neighbors' homes. Janet is possessed by the spirit of
Bill Wilkins, an older man who once lived and died at
home and returned to claim his territory again.



When Janet begins to show more signs of demonic
possession she eventually catches the attention of
the local church who decide to invite the couple to
help with the investigation
Lorraine, as she had a vision of Ed being brutally
murdered by a demonic entity, is afraid of it coming
true and tells Ed not to get too involved in the case.
After Ed insists a lot, she agrees to travel to London.
Ed and Lorraine decide to invite other paranormal
investigators to help them with the case, they decide
to call Maurice Grosse and Anita Gregory. As the story
caught the attention of Maurice Grousse he decided to
try to communicate with Bill Wilkins and try to get
him to stop tormenting the family. Maurice calls a
reporter to help him. As the communication with the
spirit was successful, they decide to interrogate the
spirit, During the interrogation they have a slightly
strange dialogue:
reporter- How do you feel living in a haunted house?
Margaret (Janet's sister) - I don't know. It's not
possible to



getting used to it, we were a normal family before this
all started.
Janet- It's been getting worse since Mr. Grosse
started talking to him.
News reporter- What do you mean?
Janet- It's asking questions. "Two knocks yes and one
no." Things like that.
câmera Reporter- And what will happen if we try to
talk to him now? Is there someone here? Does anyone
want to communicate?
Again, is anyone here? Anything.
Margaret- It's not a record player, you know?
"Janet starts to squirm"
News reporter- Janet, are you ok?
"Janet starts screaming"
News reporter- Janet?
"The lights start to flash"
News reporter- Janet? Is Janet feeling well?
Janet- Stop calling me Janet.
News reporter- Isn't that your name?
Janet (possessed by Bill Wilkins)- Janet is sleeping
and I'm talking.
News reporter- So what's your name?



"Janet starts laughing." 
Maurice Grosse- What's your name? 
Janet- You don't belong here 
Maurice Grosse- My name is Maurice Grosse. Who are
you? 
Janet- This is my house, go away now. 
Maurice Grosse- No, this is not your house. Now,
what's your name? 
Janet- Knock, Knock. 
 Maurice Grosse- Okay. Who knocks? 
Janet- Bill, Bill, Bill. 
Maurice Grosse- What Bill? 
Janet- My name is Bill Wilkins, and I am 72 years old.
Maurice Grosse- And where did you come from?
Janet- I came from the grave. 
Maurice Grosse- And how did you die? 
Janet- I blacked out and had a hemorrhage. I slept
and died in the armchair in the corner. 
Maurice Grosse- Why did you come back? 
Janet- I like to hear them scream
 "Janet starts laughing"
Peggy (Janet's mother)- Screams "Why don't you let
me



us at peace?"
 Janet-Screams "Shut up you bitch". 
"Bill Wilkins' spirit leaves Janet's body".
Peggy- Janet, daughter, how are you? 
Janet- I'm sorry. 
Peggy-Janet.
Maurice Grosse-Janet.
After the interrogation, the Hodgson family went to
sleep at their neighbors' house, while Ed and Lorraine
were on their way to London. That night they
experienced another paranormal event. Billy (Peggy's
son) wakes up at dawn with the neighbor's family dog   
ringing a bell to go out into the yard. When Billy
opened the door the dog began to twitch and increase
in size, looking like a crooked man in a top hat with an
umbrella. This man started running after Billy as he
ran after Billy he sang a song "I saw a crooked man
who walked without stopping... Billy ran and
screamed to tell his mother that there was a man
running after him, while he told his mother about the
"Crooked Man"



He kept singing "The crooked man moves on with a
crooked bell ringing bringing his soul crooked than a
crooked one where hell is". When the crooked man
starts to approach they realize that it is Janet
possessed by this demon so Janet screams: With a
crooked laugh your crooked family will kill then she
lets out an extremely loud laugh that made all the
lights explode.
When the crooked man's demon came out of Janet
she began to writhe and convulse. Then Janet's
mother Peggy shouts for them to call an ambulance.
The next day Ed and Lorraine arrive in London and
decide to stay at the Hodgsons' house.
The Hodgson family shows them around the house.
After getting to know each other a little better, Ed
says they should communicate with Bill Wilkins and
record it to send to the church.
So everyone agrees to do it, Ed says it's better to do it
with their mouths watering to make sure it's not
Janet talking, so they interrogate Janet:



Ed- Are you ready?
 Janet- I think so.
 "Ed asks Janet to fill her mouth with water so they
can be sure there is an evil presence there." 
Ed- If you hear something here wanting to
communicate, we are listening, speak up. What you
want with the girl is family?
 "Janet spits out the water and says he won't talk to
them looking at her like that." 
Maurice Grosse- Strange, why not? I haven't been shy
about talking until now. 
Ed- What if we turn our backs? Is he going to say
that? 
Janet- Maybe "Everyone turns away." 
Ed- How about now Bill? We give you your privacy,
come and talk to us. 
"Noise of footsteps coming from the stairs" 
Bill Wilkins- I'm coming. 
Ed- am I talking to the spirit that is oppressing the
family?



Bill Wilkins- Is that who I am? Is this what I'm doing?
Ed- Yes, and I came to put an end to it. Do you know
who I am? 
Bill Wilkins- Ed, Ed Edward.
Ed- Ed will do. 
Bill Wilkins- Your father called you Edward.
 Ed- It's not true, my father called me Ed like
everyone else. 
"Bill starts laughing." 
Ed- That's enough Bill, you're not a psychiatrist, and I
didn't come here to talk about my father. Let's get
straight to the point, what do you say? Why don't you
leave these people alone? 
Bill Wilkins- Because this is my house. 
Ed- It's not your house. 
Bill Wilkins- yes, I came here to see my family but
they are not here right now. 
Ed- Because you died. If your family lived here, they've
been gone a long time. 
Bill Wilkins- where are they? 
Ed-I don't know, if not I could help.
 Bill Wilkins- I don't need your help



Ed- So why don't you move on? 
Bill Wilkins- I don't believe it. 
Ed- Why? Hmm? What's wrong with going to heaven?
Bill Wilkins- I'm not a man from heaven. 
Ed- I have news Bill, I don't care what you believe, do
you see that? 
"Ed shows Bill a crucifix".
Bill starts shouting: Help him, he wants to let go,
help him, he wants to let go.
"Bill's spirit leaves Janet." 
The next day, a little calmer, Ed buys records and
sings music with the children. One night they decide
to place a camera outside the kitchen. That night the
children were setting up the Christmas tree, when
Janet says she saw Bill playing with knives in the
kitchen, then John (one of Janet's brothers). He
decides to go and see what he was doing in the
kitchen, when Jonh gets there there is no one there,
but there are several knives on the table. "Margaret
screams because Janet just disappeared. When John
looks to the side Janet is there with a knife in her
hands.



Ed hears the children's screams and runs to see
what's going on. When Ed enters the house, a chair is
thrown at him, almost hitting him.
The moment he tries to enter the kitchen the door
closes and makes it impossible for them to enter, so
Ed kicks the door handle several times until it breaks
and the door opens. When they manage to enter the
kitchen they find that everything is broken and Janet
is not there so they decide to go look for her, when
they find her they see that she is inside a small closet
when Ed shows her a crucifix she starts shouting
repeatedly: "MI, NO, MI, NO".
After all this, one of the investigators who was with
them asks them to go with her to see the images that
the camera outside the kitchen had recorded. The
recordings show that Janet had done everything alone
on purpose. They deduced that she had done all this
to get everyone's attention, so Ed and Lorraine and
the investigators decide to leave as they think it is all
a hoax.  Lorraine begins to think that she has



something wrong and Ed agrees but they still don't
change their mind and leave, when they arrive at the
subway to leave Ed goes to store his suitcase when he
special the suitcase fell two ribbons outside an X, Ed
suspects something and asks for Lorraine to help him
fix the recorder because he suspects there is
something wrong with the tapes, he decides to put the
two tapes together and turn it on at the same time.
When he does this, the tapes form a sentence: Help
me, he doesn't want to let me go. When Lorraine
hears this sentence she has a vision that shows that
Bill was such a pawn and in fact there was a much
greater evil in that house, Bill says that someone who
is Janet's soul and is almost succeeding so Lorraine
asks how she can stop this happen Bill speaks a
riddle: I am given and I am dominated, I was there in
your first breath you didn't ask for more I follow you
until death. Lorraine doesn't understand what Bill
meant but when he goes to speak a demon in the
shape of a nun appears behind him and throws
Lorraine out of there. When Lorraine wakes up she
tells Ed to go back to the Hodgson house because
there is demonic fishing there.



At the Hodgson house, Peggy hears a scream from
her daughter Margaret coming from the living room
when she gets there Janet is floating and then Janet
throws her sister against the wall, Peggy takes the
children out of the house and tells them to go to their
neighbors' house, when Peggy He tries to enter the
house and the door closes and he cannot open it.
While everything was happening Ed and Lorraine were
on the way Lorraine comes up with the riddle that Bill
had said after thinking for a while Ed says that it is
the name and that they need the name of the demon
to have power over him and expel him from the earth.
When Ed and Lorraine get there they discover that
Janet had been possessed, Ed tries to open the door
but can't so he decides to break the window glass to
get in when he manages to break the glass and was
about to enter Janet throws a sofa in the direction of
Ed and hits him, Ed gets up and runs to look for
another entrance, he finds an entrance in the laundry
room when he enters the laundry room the door
closes and traps him inside, Ed decides to make a
hole in the ceiling to get into the house, he can do



the hole and enters the house, when he enters the
house a television turns on and starts playing music
with several nuns singing and he starts to hear Janet
calling him which leaves him very confused.
Meanwhile Lorraine remembers that she had a vision
with this nun and remembers that she asked him his
name and he said it and she wrote it down in her
Bible, she runs to the car and takes her Bible then
discovers that the name of the demon is Valak, when
she speaks With this name, lightning strikes the tree
in front of the house, leaving the tree with a tip
looking like a thorn. Ed was still looking for Janet
inside the house, he hears music coming from a cabin
inside the house, when he enters the cabin he comes
face to face with a demonic form of a man in a top hat
who starts chasing him inside the house. Meanwhile
Lorraine manages to open the laundry door and
enters the house and goes after Ed, Ed manages to
escape from that man and finds Janet in front of a
window when Ed calls Janet the window breaks and
Janet throws herself from there, but when she there if
she throws Ed grabs her then Ed and Janet are left
hanging from a curtain that



releases a hoop every minute.
Lorraine runs to save Ed but is stopped and thrown
against the wall by Valak then Lorraine screams:
YOUR NAME GIVES ME POWER OVER YOU DEMON
AND I KNOW YOUR NAME YOUR NAME IS VALAK,
THE CORRUPTOR, THE UNFINE MARQUEIS OF
SNAKES, in the name of his father of the son and of
the holy spirit I condemn you back to hell. So Valak is
condemned to hell by Lorraine, Lorraine saves Ed and
Janet and then after all they leave London at the end.


